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1. Introduction. We present two theorems which give sufficient

conditions for the existence of a solution, s, of the convolution equa-

tion g(x)=JjW(x—y) ds(y) (briefly, g = W*s). Here / is, say, the

compact real interval [0, l], g is an L2(J, dx) function, and IF is a

complex-valued function on [ — 1, 1 ] with the following property :

The operator [D2W *] :/-» D2W*f = /i, f(x - y) dD2W(y) maps

L2(J, dx) into itself, where differentiation, D, and convolution, *, are

distribution operators as defined by L. Schwartz [l]. The guaranteed

solution, 5, will be a distribution with support in /, of order depend-

ing on the differentiability of W.

In recent treatments of the convolution equation over a compact

interval by Shinbrot and Akutowicz [2], [3], [4], hypotheses are

made on the Fourier transform of W, ffPF, which place restrictions on

the real zeros of 5 W and exclude such kernels as Œ-1 sin2 x/x2. Now,

the values of W outside a neighborhood of [ —1, l] do not influence

IF * 5 on J if the distribution s has support in I. The existence and

nature of solutions of the convolution equation depends in principle,

therefore, only upon W as it is defined in a neighborhood of [—1, 1].

Although in this paper we do not strictly generalize the results of

[2], [3], [4], we do, in effect, restrict the values of IF only on a

neighborhood of [—1, 1].

We employ Chover's idea [5], of assuming IF not differentiable at

0. D2W then has a point mass at 0, and the operator [Z>2IF *] can be

written as the sum of two operators, one of which is the identity, /.

In our theorems we assume that D2W= k — 5o— i> on [ —1, l], where

A is a function of bounded variation and \¡/ is a measure of variation

less than 1. Results for kernels W such that DnW has this form for

some positive integer n follow immediately as corollaries.

We are grateful to Professor J. Chover for his guidance and en-

couragement in this work. We also wish to thank Professor J.

Korevaar for the present brief proof of Lemma 1.

2. Definitions. We use the term positive definite in the following

sense. We call a continuous complex-valued function IF on the real
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line, R, positive definite if for every nonzero Radon measure m of com-

pact support on R, JjWix — y) dmix)dmiy)>0. We use the equivalent

form, W * m * w(0) >0, where m denotes the reflection of m about 0.

In expressions involving the distribution operators D and *, we

regard functions and measures as the associated distributions. We use

several theorems found in [l ] without specific reference. The primary

one is that if / and g are distributions, at least one of which has com-

pact support, then £>(/ * g)=Df * g =/ * Dg.

We "égard functions in L2iJ, dx) as identically 0 outside of J. bx

denotes the measure which is 0 except at x where it has mass 1.

Hence [50 *] is the identity operator, 7. By [7>21F*] we mean the

operator on L2iJ, dx) which maps a function/into the function which

is D2W *f on J and zero elsewhere. If HEJ, J — H= [x: xEJ and

xÇjïTi}. If Pis an operator, P(T) = range of 7, and NiT)= null space

of T.

In Theorem 2 there appear distributions which are functions on

the interior of J and are extendable to functions of bounded variation

on J. We call the class of such distributions B.V.(J).

3. Existence theorems and proofs.

Theorem 1. Let W be a positive definite function on [—1, l] such

that D2W=k — 8Q—ip, where k is a function of bounded variation on

[—1, l] and \p is a measure on [ — 1, l] of variation less than 1. Then

for any gEL2iJ) there exists f EL2(J) such that g=W * D2f on J. If

g is a continuous function of bounded variation on J then f is also.

In the proof we use the following lemma.

Lemma 1. If g = k */— /—\p */ on J, where fEL2iJ) and gis a con-

tinuous function of bounded variation on J, then f is a continuous func-

tion of bounded variation on J.

Proof. Since the convolution of two L2 functions is continuous and

k has bounded variation, k *f is a continuous function of bounded

variation on / and so is k * f—g —f-\-ip * f. As is well known, var \¡/ < 1

implies that [^*] is an operator of norm <1 on L2(7) as well as on

Cj. There exists fiECj such that /í+i/' */i=/+^ */ on J. Since f

and / are both in L2iJ), f =/ and fE Cj.
To show that / is a function of bounded variation on 7" it suffices

to show that 2"-i \f(xù ~fix%-i) \ is uniformly bounded for any «

and for any choice of {xit ¿ = 0, •••,«} C-7. Let » = var/(/+^ */).

Fix n and choose   {xu  i = 0, ■ ■ ■ ,  «}C7 such that
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t   \f(Xi)-f(Xi-l)\
»-1

is maximized. Then

¿ \f(xi) -f(xi-i) I Û v + ¿ f   I f(x> - y) -f(xi-i - y) | #(y)
«-1 t-1 ^ -1

n

g v + var ̂ - sup 2 |/(*< - y) - /(*<-i - ?) I •

Since g = 0 on the complement of J,

n n

sup S |/(*< - y) -f(**-i ~ y)\  á max   £ |/(z.) - /(z.-x) |
»    t-i (*i)cJ í-i

+ sup l/l .
Therefore

¿ I A«*) -/(*«) I   = (» + var^-sup l/l )/(l - var*).
t-i

This completes the proof of the lemma.

To prove Theorem 1 we first note that since IF is positive definite,

it is Hermitian, and [Z?2IF*]= [(A —50—^) *] is a self-adjoint oper-

ator on L2(J). The closure of l?[.D2íF*] is therefore the orthogonal

complement of N[D2W *]. We prove the first statement of the theo-

rem by showing that R[D2W *] is closed and that N[D2W *]=0.

Then R[D2W *]=L2(J) and for any gEL2(J) there exists fEL2(J)

such thatg = D2IF*/=IF*I»2/.
If T and S are continuous linear operators on L2 such that T is

completely continuous and S~l is continuous then R[T — S] is closed.

This can be shown by an argument closely analogous to that for the

familiar case where 5 is the identity. Since k(x — y) is an element of

L2([—1, l]X [—1, l]), [k *] is a completely continuous operator on

L2(J). [(5o+^0 *] = /+ \<¡/ *] has a continuous inverse. Therefore

R[[k*]-[(bo+yp) *]] is closed.

Suppose fEN[D2W *], i.e., k *f-f~4> */=0 on /. By Lemma 1,
Df is a measure on R. Since W is positive definite, W * Df * (Df)~(0)

> 0 unless Df=0. W * Df* (Df)~(0) = - (D2W * f) * /(0)
= —f-j(D2W*f)( — y)f(—y)dy since the support of / is contained in

-/. But since D2W*f=0 on /, W * Df * (£»/)"(0) = 0, and D/=0.
/ has support in /. Therefore Df=0 implies/=0.

Suppose g is a continuous function of bounded variation on J, and

let/ be the element of Ll(J) such that g = D2W*/=A */-/-if' */.
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By Lemma 1, / is a continuous function of bounded variation on J.

From this theorem we get, immediately:

Corollary 1. If DnW satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1, i.e.,

DnW is a positive definite function on [—1, l] such that Dn+2W=k — 80

—if/ as stated, then for any gEL2iJ) there exists fEL2iJ) such that

g=W * Dn+2f. If g is a continuous function of bounded variation on J,

then Dn+2f is an (w + l)s/ order distribution with support in J.

Theorem 2. Let H be a closed interval contained in the interior of J.

Let T be the self-adjoint operator on L2iJ) defined by Tf=ik — 80) */,

where k is a complex-valued, Hermitian function of bounded variation

on [ — 1, l]. Then

(a) For any gEL2iH) there exists fEL2iJ) such that g = Tf on H.

(b) If g is a function of bounded variation on 77, there exists j'EL2if)

of bounded variation such that g=Tf on H.

(c) If Dg is in B.V.iH), there exists fEL2if) such that Df is in
B.V.iJ) andg=Tf on H.

In the proof of Theorem 2 we use the following lemma.

Lemma 2. If g = k */—/ on J, where Dg is in B. F.(7) and f is a
measure with support in J then Df is in B. F.(7).

Proof. Since k * f and g are both functions of bounded variation on

J, f is a function of bounded variation on J and therefore on R.

Hence, Df is a measure, and Dik */) = k * Df is in B.V.(J). There-

fore so is Df, which proves the lemma.

To prove Theorem 2 we first note that T is a self-adjoint operator

on 7,2(7) and that P(P) is closed and is the orthogonal complement

of NiT). Given gEL2iH), we will construct an element of the orthog-

onal complement of NiT) which equals g on 77.

Since [k *] is a completely continuous operator on L2iJ), NiT) is

finite-dimensional. Choose {/<, i = l, ■ ■ • , «}, linearly independent

on J and spanning NiT). Then the f, are linearly independent on

J—77, as we now show.

Consider any/= 2?_i c</,./t^0 on J. Suppose /=0 on J—H. Then

/=0 on HC = R-H. f is an element of NiT), i.e., k */-/=0 on J.

Lemma 2, where g = 0, implies that Df is in B.V.(J). Therefore D2f

is a measure on the interior of J. P2/=0 on 77". Therefore D2f is a

measure on R, with support in J. By Lemma 2, again, Df is in

B.V.(7). Df=0 on 77e. Therefore Df is a measure on R. Similarly,

D2nf is a measure on R implies D2n+2f is a measure on R, and so by

induction Df is a measure for all «. For any distribution h, Dh is a

function implies A is a continuous function, and Dh is a continuous
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function implies A is differentiable and Dh = ha). Therefore Dn/=/(n),

/£CM, and f> EL2 (J) for all n. f> is, consequently, an element of

the domain of T, and Tf = TD"f=(k-ôo) * Dnf=D»[(k-ô0) * f],
which is 0 on the interior of J because (A —50) */=0 on J. Since/ is

in C™ on all of R, so is 2>[(A-Ô0) */]. Therefore Tf>=0 on /, i.e.,

fin)EN(T) for all n. But since N(T) is finite-dimensional, there

exists an integer m and constants b¡,j = 0, • • ■ , m, not all zero, such

that Yl?-o bjfu)=0 on /. Consequently / is analytic on the interior

of J and cannot be =0 on J — H. It follows that the/¿ are linearly in-

dependent on I —H as asserted.

The fi can be chosen so that their restrictions to I —H form an

orthonormal set. For instance, if g<=/<— ^}=1 a^gj, i—1, • • • , n, is

the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of the /,• restricted to J — H,

then the g¿ considered as functions on J still span N(T), since each

fi is a linear combination of the g¿. We assume that the /< are so

chosen.

Define
n

G(x) = g(x) for x E E,       G(x) = £ ô/,(x) for x £ / - H,
í=i

where 6<= —jiifi(x)g(x) dx. Then GEL2(J).

f fi(x)G(x) dx=  f    fi(x) l ¿ i/y(»)) dx +  f /.(x)g(x) dx
«J J «^ J-H \ j-l / J H

- - h + bi = 0,

for each * = 1, • • • , w. Therefore G is in the orthogonal complement

of N(T) which as noted above is R(T), i.e., there existsfEL2(J) such

that G = Tf on /. Since g = G =Tf on H, (a) is proved.

(b) Suppose g is a function of bounded variation on H. lifiEN(T),

i.e., k *fi=fi on /, then fi is a function of bounded variation. There-

fore G, as defined above, is a function of bounded variation, and

Tf=k */— f—G on / implies/ is a function of bounded variation on

/ and therefore on R.

(c) Suppose Dg is in B.V.(H). If fiEN(T) then Lemma 2 implies

that Dfi is in B.V.(/). Therefore G as defined above is such that DG

can fail to be in B.V.(J) only if G has discontinuities at the endpoints,

c and d, of li. To remedy this we will alter the definition of G on

J—H. Let A(x) be a function on J—H such that

(i) A is in the orthogonal complement of N(T),

(ii) DA is a function of bounded variation on J—H,

(hi) h(c) =g(c) - 2£i hfc), h(d) =g(d) - EU fr^d).
Define
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G(x) = X bifix) + hix) for x G 7 - 77,       G(x) = g(x) for x E 77.
i-l

Then 7>G is in B.V.(7), and G is in the orthogonal complement of

NiT). There exists /G7,2(J) such that G = k*f-f on 7. Lemma 2

implies that Df is in B.V.(7).
We obtain immediately from Theorem 2.

Corollary 2. 7/ IF is a function on [ — 1, l] such that DnW=k — 80

for some positive integer n, where k is as in Theorem 2, then for every

gEL2iH) there exists f EL2 i J) such that g = W * D"f on H.
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